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the team at micomi games is made up of young people who are passionate about
the making of games. they are known for their work on maplestory 2, which is a

free-to-play massively multiplayer online game. they have also developed a
number of other games, including a few for ios. the classic game for nokia

smartphones, tapanin karhu, was developed by the finnish company robot, which
has its roots in nokia. robot originally created tapanin miekka, which was the first

finnish game for mobile devices. the nokia 6102 was one of the first smartphones in
finland. however, its competitors quickly caught up and robot began to develop for
cheaper smartphones. the game mechanics were simple, the graphics were good,

and the game was well-received. in 2005, there were over a hundred games on the
finnish smartphone market. robot and universomo had already made several

games in the past, but it was a newcomer that made its mark. the game company
qik, which made its name by creating the most popular finnish game in the early
2000s, was responsible for the game the resistance. it has an early sequel, the

resistance: no man's land, but the original game is still the most well-known. qik
was founded in 1997 by three friends who met at the university. they developed

many successful games over the years and became a dominant player on the
finnish smartphone market. after the launch of nokia smartphones in the late

2000s, the qik games were one of the few that were translated to the new devices,
and the most successful of them were lapland and mälardalen. the original lapland
was the best-selling qik game in finland for several years and was one of the best-

selling games in the country.
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